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Executive Summary:

The settlement orbiting Europa, heralding the future of space exploration, is where the Cosmic Flower

reveals its splendour. This cylindrical settlement with four petal-like structures on each side is an 8km long settlement

that can fit a population of 180,000 people, with a max of 250,000 people. With these many people residing in the

settlement, it is of great importance that an effective health and agriculture system is established. The agricultural

sector petal of the settlement will have an area of approximately 415 acres based on the dimensions given and the

crop produced within this area will support the substantial population. With abundant water and energy resources on

the Jupiterian moon, coupled with its unique chemical composition and geothermal activity, Europa stands as the

most promising source for meeting the essential requirements to foster agriculture and promote health in space. The

overall planning behind the technology, meal plan, and the design of the settlement itself was made to optimize living

conditions for the population in space. Many factors such as human health, agricultural health, and environmental

health were considered to create a space that can thrive in space and be sustainable in the long term. The aspects

covered will continue to adapt to any changes and adhere to the human's basic needs and wants and be able to

provide the best possible resources to create a thriving society.

Generative AI was used only to develop Figure 2 on Page 13 to provide a visual to understand the respective

section.

POTENTIAL TIMELINE:

Timeline Task

4 years Material Transport to Orbit station

6 years Construction and Establishment

8 years Resource Transportation and Development

10 years Full Established Settlement
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Advanced Agriculture Systems: Architecture and Layout

The Settlement's design incorporates four maneuverable petal-like structures, each dedicated to essential

aspects of life: food, shelter, education, and economic innovation. The food petals, located on each side of the main

cylinder, employ vertical farming towers utilizing hydroponic and aeroponic systems. These towers, forming

Bio-regenerative Life Support Systems (BLSS), serve the dual purpose of air revitalization, water purification, and

nutrient-rich food production. Meticulously selected crops in the four dedicated towers align with space nutrition

requirements, addressing the 16 essential nutrients crucial for human survival. To optimize efficiency, tailored nutrient

solutions within a closed-loop system minimize resource consumption, while large greenhouse enclosures provide a

controlled environment for crop cultivation, ensuring mass production consistency and protection from external

factors.

Figure 1: Blueprint For The Agriculture Petal Sector Of The Settlement
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Plants Section: Greenery for Oxygen and Nutrition

The Plants Section serves as a vital component in the space settlement, cultivating a diverse range of edible

and oxygen-producing plant species. This multifunctional area not only supplies essential nutrients for settlers

through crops like leafy greens, fruits, and vegetables but also actively contributes to the settlement's air revitalization

by generating oxygen through photosynthesis. Utilizing advanced hydroponic systems, the section ensures efficient

water usage and nutrient delivery, maximizing the growth of nutrient-rich crops to meet the dietary needs of settlers.

Overall, the Plants Section plays a pivotal role in sustaining both the nutritional and environmental aspects of the

space settlement.

Grains Section: Staple Food Source and Energy Production

The Grains Section is a cornerstone in the space settlement, specializing in cultivating staple crops like

wheat and rice to fulfill the fundamental dietary requirements of settlers. Beyond serving as a reliable food source,

certain genetically modified grains contribute to bioenergy production, enhancing the settlement's overall energy

sustainability. This section plays a pivotal role in ensuring food security by maintaining a stable and consistent food

supply for the settlers, aligning with the broader goal of sustaining the settlement's nutritional and energy needs.

Fungi Section: Waste Decomposition and Nutrient Cycling

The Fungi Section is integral to sustainable waste management within the settlement, employing carefully

selected fungi species to efficiently decompose organic waste. This process minimizes environmental impact and

actively contributes to nutrient cycling, ensuring a continuous supply of essential elements for optimal plant growth.

Beyond waste reduction, the Fungi Section enhances soil fertility through nutrient enrichment, supporting the overall

eco-friendly and sustainable practices of the settlement.

Research & Resourcing Sections: Advancing Agricultural Science

The Research + Resourcing Sections serve as the nucleus for agricultural innovation and resource

management within the settlement. Boasting state-of-the-art laboratories, the facility pioneers agricultural science,

continually developing cutting-edge techniques for sustainable farming practices. Advanced sensor systems enable

precise monitoring of resource usage, ensuring optimal efficiency and waste reduction. By driving technological
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advancements and optimizing resource utilization, the Research & Resourcing Sections play a pivotal role in

enhancing the overall sustainability and success of the settlement's agricultural endeavours.

Hydroponics: Revolutionizing Mass-Crop Production

Hydroponics revolutionizes traditional farming by eliminating soil from the cultivation process. Instead, plants

are grown in a water-based nutrient solution, providing a controlled and precisely balanced environment. This method

ensures that plants receive optimal nutrition, as nutrients are directly delivered to the plant roots which reduces the

risk of soil-borne diseases. Vermiculite, known for its lightweight and sterile characteristics, serves as an effective

substrate by retaining water and nutrients, creating an optimal environment for plant development. Coconut coir,

derived from coconut husks, emerges as another viable option with its exceptional water retention, aeration, and

nutrient absorption properties. With water recirculation in a closed-loop system, hydroponics significantly reduces

water consumption compared to traditional soil-based farming along with vertical staking of plants, reducing limited

space in settlement. Additionally, by minimizing the need for pesticides and herbicides, hydroponics contributes to a

reduced environmental impact, aligning with sustainable farming practices in the unique conditions of a space

environment.

Aeroponics: Mist-Driven Nutrient Delivery

Aeroponics takes nutrient delivery to the next level by nourishing plants with a fine mist of nutrient-rich

water. In this system, plants are suspended in air, and their roots are exposed to the mist. This mist contains a

carefully calibrated mix of nutrients, ensuring plants receive essential elements for growth. Aeroponics offers several

benefits, making it an efficient cultivation method for space settlements. The fine mist in aeroponic systems enhances

nutrient absorption by plant roots, fostering accelerated growth and higher yields. This method excels in water

efficiency, akin to hydroponics, making it ideal for environments with resource constraints. Air pruning, a unique

feature of aeroponics, prevents root circling and cultivates a healthier root system. Additionally, the space-efficient

nature of aeroponic systems, particularly suited for vertical farming, aligns well with the confined spatial

considerations of a settlement.
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To ensure successful hydroponic and aeroponic farming on the settlement, various factors need consideration…

Hydroponic and Aeroponic Farming Techniques

Advanced LED and HID lights are crucial for replicating natural sunlight in controlled environment

agriculture. These full-spectrum artificial lights mimic the entire range of sunshine, encompassing both visible and

non-visible wavelengths. Synchronized with natural day-night cycles, dynamic lighting systems guide plant growth

phases. These lights, adjustable in intensity and duration for vegetative and blooming phases, emulate seasonal

fluctuations through customizable schedules. Positioned for consistent coverage and adaptable to varying plant

heights, LED and HID lights play a pivotal role in promoting optimal crop development in controlled environments.

Additionally, greenhouse utilization improves the effectiveness of farming in space colonies even more. Temperature,

humidity, and light cycles are all regulated by controlled settings within the greenhouse. The settlement will add

another private greenhouse environment space in the fungi section (refer to Figure 1) to regulate and manage the

controlled conditions and environmental factors in the agricultural sector, such as white mushrooms and enoki

mushrooms, both of which supply necessary nutrition. Using these greenhouses, the risk of fungal-based plant

disease will be eliminated. Mushrooms offer a rich source of selenium, vitamin D, and vitamin B6, essential for

preventing cell damage, promoting cell development, and aiding in the formation of red blood cells. The two towers,

equipped with a BIOS system, ensure precise control over atmospheric and tropic levels, guaranteeing optimal

nutrient supply to the plants.

Enhancing Caloric Intake through Hydroponic and Aeroponic Farming

Hydroponic and aeroponic farming are revolutionizing food production in space settlements, offering efficient

ways to cultivate nutrient-dense crops in controlled environments. According to Precision Farming Dealer, the

concept of "swarm farming," involving precise and automated field operations, showcases the efficiency and potential

of controlled farming methods. By dividing the foods into two towers to be mass-produced, it can be ensured that the

environment and atmosphere created are tailored to each plant's requirements. These advanced techniques not only

maximize nutrient delivery but also optimize space utilization, crucial in the confined environments of space
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settlements where every square meter counts as a well-designed hydroponic system can yield up to 20 times more

produce compared to traditional soil farming.

Improving Immunity and Digestive Health

Space settlements, with their unique challenges to the immune system, address these issues through

hydroponic systems, cultivating Vitamin C-rich crops to boost immunity. Vitamin C plays a pivotal role in maintaining

robust immune function, acting as a potent antioxidant that shields biomolecules from damage caused by oxidants.

The settlement recognizes the risks associated with an unbalanced diet and high-stress levels, aiming to mitigate

these factors through Vitamin C-rich foods and a robust activity schedule. Additionally, hydroponically grown legumes

and fruits contribute to digestive health by providing essential dietary fibre, as emphasized by the National Center for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) which will benefit the space settlers adapting to gravitational conditions.

Increasing Intake of Essential Nutrients and Genetic Engineering

Genetic engineering is integral for optimizing crop nutrition in space. Precision Farming Dealer highlights its

role in enhancing protein content, specifically in crops like soybeans. These genetically engineered crops address the

protein needs of space settlers, combating muscle atrophy during extended missions. Supplementing with

branched-chain amino acids, found abundantly in soy, corn, glutinous rice, and cauliflower, stimulates insulin

production, promoting amino acid absorption by muscles. This process aids in preventing protein breakdown and

muscle loss, crucial for maintaining physical health in space. The focus is on producing plant-based whole proteins

with all essential amino acids, ensuring a comprehensive and sustainable nutritional source for space settlers.

Vitamin D, K, and Calcium Intake

Hydroponic and aeroponic farming in controlled environments enables the cultivation of Vitamin D-rich

crops, including UV-exposed mushrooms and calcium-rich greens like collard greens and bok choy. Studies on

PubMed emphasize the significance of UV exposure in mushroom cultivation to address Vitamin D deficiency in

space settlements. The controlled environment ensures Vitamin D and sunlight within leafy greens, utilizing LED and

HID lights in vegetation cycles for optimal pigment absorption. This approach also addresses bone health by

increasing calcium content in crops, crucial for counteracting bone loss in the space environment. Considering the
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reduced absorption levels, increased risk of kidney stones, as well as urinary calcium, in-flight astronauts’ calcium

intake remained frequently close to or at the planned intake, similar to the normal recommended intake.

Increased Unsaturated Fatty Acids for Heart Health

Hydroponically grown almonds and walnuts, rich in heart-healthy monounsaturated fats, offer cardiovascular

benefits and can replace saturated fat sources for improved heart health. Hydroponic and aeroponic systems provide

innovative methods for cultivating these crops in space settlements. Hydroponic farming is ideal for omega-3-rich

crops, with leafy greens like kale and spinach serving as consistent sources of essential fatty acids. Aeroponic

systems support the growth of omega-3-rich herbs like basil and thyme, enhancing flavour and nutrition in space

meals. Controlled environment agriculture, facilitated by greenhouses with advanced climate control systems,

replicates Earth's conditions for cultivating unsaturated fatty acid-rich crops.

Health Education On The System and Discussing Hybrid Recreational Spaces

Integrating agriculture into recreational spaces in the space settlement aligns with research emphasizing the

psychological benefits of green environments. These hybrid spaces not only serve as a resource for the colony but

also positively impact the population. Exposure to nature enhances mental well-being, and by seamlessly blending

flora with recreational areas, space settlers engage in leisure activities amidst visually pleasing surroundings,

alleviating the psychological stress of extended space residence. This approach promotes mental health and

optimizes resource efficiency with hydroponic and aeroponic systems, conserving water and minimizing nutritional

waste. Controlled environments ensure year-round crop production, offering settlers a reliable source of fresh

vegetables for enhanced overall well-being. Education is a critical component of this novel strategy. Incorporating

educational agricultural centers into hybrid spaces is consistent with PubMed Central's results, which emphasize the

significance of nutritional education in supporting good food choices. These centers not only serve as information

hubs for space agriculture, but they also actively engage residents in the farming process. This hands-on approach

develops a stronger bond between settlers and their food sources, instilling a feeling of responsibility for living

sustainably.
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Marvelous Nutritious Example Meal Plan

Designing a diverse one-day meal plan for our multicultural space community involves catering to varied

nutritional needs and tastes. To address the diverse backgrounds of residents and ensure essential nutrient intake,

the proposed meal plan offers a well-balanced selection of meals at regular intervals. The strategic timing of meals

every three hours aims to optimize nutrient absorption and digestive efficiency for the community. The provided

nutrient values on the meal plan, include approximately 60g of protein, 35g of fibre, 15g of monounsaturated fats, 5g

of omega-3 fatty acids, 150mg of Vitamin C, 1000mg of calcium, and 2200 mg of potassium, form a well-rounded and

sufficient meal plan for individuals in space. This composition ensures proper muscle maintenance, digestive health,

cardiovascular well-being, and immune system support. Food will also be steamed to be cooked to contribute to the

trophic levels and ecosystem of the settlement. The balance of these nutrients meets or exceeds daily requirements,

addressing the unique challenges of a space environment and promoting overall health for space settlers.

Meal Plan

Meal Dish Nutritional Facts

Breakfast Quinoa Porridge with Almonds and Banana

Quinoa (cooked): 1 cup

Almonds (chopped): 1 tablespoon

Banana (sliced): 1 medium-sized

Protein: 10g

Fiber: 5g

Potassium: 400mg

Monounsaturated Fats: 5g

Omega-3 Fatty Acids: 0.5g

Mid Morning Snack Soy Yogurt with Chia Seeds

Soy Yogurt (fortified with Vitamin D): 1 cup

Chia Seeds: 1 tablespoon

Protein: 8g

Calcium: 300mg

Omega-3 Fatty Acids: 2g

Lunch Lentil and Spinach Curry with Quinoa

Lentils (cooked): 1 cup

Spinach (chopped): 1 cup

Quinoa (cooked): 1/2 cup

Protein: 15g

Fiber: 8g

Iron: 4mg

Potassium: 500mg

Afternoon Snack Guacamole with Carrot Sticks

Avocado (mashed): 1 medium-sized

Tomato (diced): 1/2 cup

Onion (chopped): 2 tablespoons

Lemon Juice: 1 tablespoon

Carrot Sticks: 1 cup

Monounsaturated Fats: 10g

Fiber: 6g

Vitamin C: 20mg

Potassium: 300mg
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Dinner Chickpea and Vegetable Stir-Fry with Brown Rice

Chickpeas (cooked): 1 cup

Mixed Vegetables (broccoli, cauliflower, bell peppers): 1

cup

Brown Rice (cooked): 1/2 cup

Protein: 12g

Fiber: 9g

Potassium: 400mg

Calcium: 150mg

Evening Snack Orange and Walnut Mix

Orange (sliced): 1 medium-sized

Walnuts: 1/4 cup

Vitamin C: 70mg

Omega-3 Fatty Acids: 2.5g

Potassium: 250mg

Desert Dark Chocolate and Berry Parfait

Dark Chocolate (70% cocoa): 1 ounce

Mixed Berries (strawberries, blueberries): 1/2 cup

Soy Yogurt (fortified with Vitamin D): 1/2 cup

Antioxidants: Dark chocolate

Vitamin C: 30mg

Protein: 5g

Calcium: 150mg

Potential CRISPR Lab Within The Research Hub (Refer to Figure 2 Below)

Figure 2: Potential Research Hub (AI Generated)

CRISPR technology, utilized in the settlement's vertical farms,

automates plant modification to provide residents with essential

nutrients. This tool allows for the precise breeding of plants with

desired traits, including vitamins and proteins. The CRISPR

process in plants involves three delivery methods for DNA:

Agrobacterium-mediated delivery, protoplast delivery, and delivery through the biolistic gene gun. Additionally,

CRISPR-based epigenome editors can enhance a plant's tolerance to environmental stresses by modulating the

expression of stress-responsive genes. This adaptation ensures plants can respond to unexpected temperature

fluctuations within the towers independently.

Supply of Greenhouse Gases

Fission energy will be gathered to generate power for the production of greenhouse gasses. Through

nuclear reactions, as they release an abundant amount of energy, it can be used to synthesize gasses like carbon

dioxide and methane. To reach more optimal use, controlled reactions can be done to produce the needed gasses to

thrive and create an atmosphere/suitable environment for plant growth.
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1. Carbon dioxide: To acquire carbon dioxide into the settlement, a dissociation of carbonates would allow it to

do so. For example, would create earth’s carbon cycle adhering to𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂
3

+ 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 −> 𝐶𝑎𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂
2
 

agricultural growth.

2. Methane: Similarly to carbon dioxide, methane, an essential greenhouse gas, can be generated through

controlled reactions using compounds that include hydrogen and carbon. 2𝐻
2

+ 𝐶𝑂
2

−> 𝐶𝐻
4

+ 2𝐻
2
𝑂

This allows plants to provide a more warm environment considering the weather conditions on Europa.

Thermodynamics and Trophic Levels

Thermodynamics will maintain a proper balance of energy transfer within the ecosystem. The energy from

the fission reactor can be further used to control temperatures that are needed for plant growth on the settlement.

Trophic levels are evident when the energy is transferred from the plants to the population living in the settlement

(like a food chain).

Ecological Engineering and Microbiology

Microorganisms will be engineered to enhance plant growth in the chambers, modifying these organisms

can facilitate nitrogen, mineral, and nutrients in a more self-sufficient way, thus contributing to the sustainability of the

ecosystem. Modifications can also be made to decompose organic waste to ensure regulated nutrient recycling.

BIOS and CELSS

A bioregenerative Life Support System is similar to a support system that uses live organisms to regenerate

and recycle resources in a closed environment.

1. Nutrient Cycling can be done by using nitrogen-fixing bacteria to convert the nitrogen in the atmosphere into

bacteria the plants can use, promoting their overall growth of the plants and ensuring they have the vital

nutrients needed.

2. Recycling waste, any waste that is created by the population living in the settlement can be broken down by

microorganisms into nutrients that the plants can use.
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3. Closed Ecological Life Support System will focus on any biological aspects and delve into the physical and

chemical processes to create a better closed environment.

4. Air control, by controlling the oxygen and carbon dioxide levels, CELSS can manage the composition of the

atmosphere. This can make changes between the required gasses more sufficient. This can also be a way

to remove any contaminants by having chemical air purification systems to maintain desirable equality for

the settlement. Figure 3: Water Purification System Diagram (BIOS)

5. Water purification is also something that CELSS can be incorporated with.

After water is obtained from Europa’s surface, water purification systems

such as filtrations as well as other chemical processes can ensure the

supply of clean water for the plants and overall settlement.

a. Bio-Ceramic filtration systems

i. A bio-ceramic filtration system on Europa's icy surface

employs specialized membranes to filter water

molecules from contaminants and ice crystals. This

system includes living organisms, like bacteria, fixed within the membranes, contributing

to effective water purification by breaking down contaminants.

b. Chemical reactions can also be done within the bio-ceramic filtration systems by creating

controlled reactions to convert any harmful substances into other forms that are less toxic.

c. The materials that the filtration systems are made from will be able to withstand Europa’s harsh

weather conditions.

Chemically Bound Water

Utilizing Europa's ice-covered surface, chemical processes like electrolysis or chemical reactors can be

employed to extract chemically bound water for agricultural purposes. Reactions, such as

, can generate the necessary heat to melt the ice, providing water𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙 + 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 −> 𝑁𝑎 + 𝐶𝑙 + ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡

essential for sustaining agriculture on the settlement.
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